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Why the Tidal Creek Brewhouse could be a new hangout spot
Spring 2021 graduates, here’s what you need to know for commencement

By Madelyn Sipola // Reporter

As Commencement Day gets closer, graduates must know this information for a smooth graduation day.

Soon-to-be graduates should already have their graduation application in, along with their Regalia. The last day to purchase Regalia was on April 8; however, if one failed to purchase Regalia before then, the Chanticleer Bookstore has limited sizes for purchase. The last day to apply for graduation was Nov. 27, 2020, so if graduates have not yet submitted their graduation application, please contact the Registrar’s Office.

If Webadvisor still says a graduation application is pending, that is okay! After graduation day, Webadvisor will update the graduation application to say it was completed and approved.

When claiming graduation tickets, here is what graduates need to know:

1) Graduation tickets became available to claim on April 13 at 9 a.m. The last day to claim graduation tickets is May 4 at 4 p.m. If you do not claim your tickets in time, you will no longer be eligible for graduation tickets.

2) Graduates are only allowed to claim four tickets for their family/friends. In no way can graduates claim extra tickets. If you claim more than four tickets, your tickets will be cancelled and deemed invalid.

3) Tickets come in a bundle. For students to claim their four family/friends’ tickets, students must claim one student ticket for themselves. Tickets are first-come-first-serve and given out in pods of 4 for social distancing. Graduates cannot change their seating assignment.

4) Once tickets are claimed, the student will receive four emails. Two will be confirmation emails for the family/friends’ ticket and the student ticket, and the other two will be PDF links for the family/friends’ ticket and the student ticket.

5) Graduation tickets are print at home tickets and should be printed before arrival. The tickets are good for all day and can only be scanned twice (one time for the 8:30 a.m. ceremony and one time for the 6 p.m. ceremony).

May 7 is the commencement day for the Wall College of Business and Humanities College of Fine Arts. May 8 commencement is for the Gupta College of Science, HTC Honors College, Center for Interdisciplinary Studies, and the Spadoni College of Education. All ceremonies will take place at Brooks Stadium.

Two ceremonies will take place on each day. At 8:30 a.m., a speaking ceremony will commence, where students will listen to speakers from the University. The 8:30 a.m. ceremony will not have assigned seating for the graduates. Graduates will arrive and be directed to sit in a section with their college. The 6 p.m. ceremony is when the graduates will walk across the stage and receive their diploma. Students will have assigned seating for the 6 p.m. ceremony. The day before commencement, graduates will receive an email with their exact seating assignment for the 6 p.m. ceremony. If graduates do not bring their student tickets to their ceremony, they may be prohibited from entering the ceremony. Both ceremonies are optional.

Graduates should arrive at least one hour before the ceremonies. Graduates will enter at Gate 1 and must be wearing their Regalia. Face masks are required and must be worn the whole time.

Stiletto heels are prohibited. Graduates may wear wedges or flats.

Immediately following the 6 p.m. commencement ceremony, a reception will be held for each college. Please refer to your student ticket to discover where your specific college reception will take place. The college reception is optional.
Coastal decides to go local with this new club

Shelbi R. Ankiewicz // Assistant Editor

Students from Coastal Carolina University’s Wall Fellows Program created a club as an assignment but has now made it into an official organization for students to join.

The club, Coastal Goes Local was created by Ryver Morrow, Ariana Monroe, Adam Allen, and Elizabeth Turner. The organization’s goal is to further integrate CCU into its surrounding area.

“I think our official mission statement is to bridge the gap between Coastal students and the local Conway community, to repay the debt that students owe, and to help give our talents as college students to the local businesses,” said Morrow.

The current club members have approached the Chamber of Commerce and met with their Economic Development Team to discuss ideas that could be implemented into their organization.

Prior to meeting with the Chamber of Commerce, Morrow met with local Conway shop, Sit N Sew to help the owner with her online advertising.

“I went into there and helped her with her social media platforms and had got her on a social media scheduling platform and taught her all about Instagram,” said Morrow. “So, that was just kind of like an example of what we want to do with giving back to the local businesses.”

The name, Coastal Goes Local, is a spinoff of another club created by the Wall Fellows Program a few years ago titled Teal Goes Pink.

“Teal Goes Pink is an organization that aims to improve the daily lives of women,” said the club’s description on Coastal Connections.

Coastal Goes Local is an all student ran club with Gina Cummings as the advisor, if needed for representational purposes.

The club is open to all students with no requirements to join. The meetings currently take place on Mondays via zoom from 5:30-6:30 p.m. but that may be altered next semester when in-person is allowed.

The club’s membership for joining is on Coastal Connections. Students can also stay up to date with the latest events by following them on Instagram.
Trends that will keep you in style this spring

Madelyn Sipola // Reporter

Want to be ahead of the 2021 spring fashion trends? Check out these hot, new looks before they start trending!

1. Bold Trousers
Bold colors and patterns are making a massive comeback when it comes to trousers. Whether it is pink, purple, blue or even green, they are definitely a statement piece.

2. Head Scarves
Head scarves are a staple in some cultures, however, major luxury fashion brands like Gucci and Fendi, have created fashionable head scarves that are now being seen as the newest fashion trend.

3. Maxi Dresses
Maxi dresses have been around forever, but as fashion continues to change, maxi dresses have evolved into major fashion pieces. If you are looking for a more conservative approach to your fashion, try out a maxi dress!

4. Checkerboard Pattern
The checkerboard pattern originated from NASCAR as the ending of a race. It has since been turned into a major fashion trend. As fashion continue to evolve, we will definitely be seeing lots of checkerboard in the near future.

5. Sweater Vests
Sweater vests have emerged and are now being turned into cute statement pieces. Sweater vests are hands down my favorite trend because they can be styled in so many ways. Plus, there is such a vast demand for them right now.

6. Oversized Pants
Oversized pants are hands down the most comfortable clothing piece. Wearing loose pants with cute patterns and colors - sign me up!

7. Neon
Neon colors have been making their way back into fashion over the past year. Ever since quarantine started in 2020, playing around with different fashion and beauty trends were a massive part in bringing older trends back into today's fashion. A trend that was hot in the 80s, has now turned into one of the biggest fashion movements. You can get just about anything in a neon color nowadays.

Are you bored? Do you like writing? Like taking photos? Looking to be more involved and informed around campus? Want to have the same dayjob as superman?

Join THE CHANTICLEER Newspaper!
Where to find jobs if you plan on staying local this summer

If you’re planning on staying in the Myrtle Beach/Conway area for the summer, and looking for employment, there are tons of opportunities and openings right now. Many places seem to be very understaffed, with “Help Wanted” signs hanging on many doors and walk-in interviews available at several places.

The hospitality and service industry are very big in this area as it is a very popular tourist destination in the summer, so hotels and restaurants are going to be looking for new employees to build up their summer staff and prepare for the busy season that awaits.

This list is to help you get an idea of the jobs that have been recently posted. For more information, contact the business or look online to find out how to apply. There is a ton of availability and now is the time to start looking for that summer job as positions are likely to be quickly filled. Businesses are going to want all the help they can get with peak tourist season approaching so soon.

### Myrtle Beach Job Opportunities:
- **Red Lobster, Server**
- **Carolina Roadhouse, Server**
- **Abuelo’s, Server**
- **Longhorn Steakhouse, Server**
- **Dunkin’ Donuts, Shift Leader/Crew Member**
- **Walmart, Stocking and Unloading**
- **Grand Strand Nissan, Part-Time Receptionist**
- **Grande Dunes Dental, Front Desk Receptionist**
- **Scotchman, Stocker**
- **Pick A Pearl, Sales Associate**
- **Ross, Retail Associate**
- **Hollywood Wax Museum Entertainment Center, Attractions Guest Services, Cashier and Host**
- **The Fudgery, Team Member**
- **Eagles and Bargain Beachwear, Store Associate**
- **Fork’n Links, Server**
- **Ruby Tuesday, Server**
- **Outback Steakhouse, Server**
- **Sally Beauty, Sales Associate Beauty Advisor**
- **Gamestop, Retail Staff**
- **Tractor Supply Company, Team Member**
- **US Foods, Delivery Driver**
- **Dollar Tree, Sales Floor Associate**
- **Dollar General, Sales Associate**
- **Lowes, Warehouse Unloader**
- **Applebee’s, Server**
- **Shoney’s, Servers and Line Cooks**
- **Sonic, Carhop or Skating Carhop**
- **Bojangles, Shift Leader**
- **Newk’s Eatery, Server and Line Cook**
- **Panera, Cashier**

### Conway Job Opportunities:
- **Sally Beauty, Sales Associate Beauty Advisor**
- **Gamestop, Retail Staff**
- **Tractor Supply Company, Team Member**
- **US Foods, Delivery Driver**
- **Dollar Tree, Sales Floor Associate**
- **Dollar General, Sales Associate**
- **Lowes, Warehouse Unloader**
- **Applebee’s, Server**
- **Shoney’s, Servers and Line Cooks**
- **Sonic, Carhop or Skating Carhop**
- **Bojangles, Shift Leader**
- **Newk’s Eatery, Server and Line Cook**
- **Panera, Cashier**

Want to see more?

Subscribe to our website: [thechanticleernews.com](http://thechanticleernews.com)

Follow us on Social Media:

- @ccunewspaper
- @thechanticleernews
- @ccunewspaper
Summer fashion trends you can’t miss out on

Madelyn Sipola // Reporter

Summer fashion trends are my favorite thing to look forward to! If you want to see what fashion trends will be in style this summer, keep reading.

1) Strappy Tops
Strappy tops will be a big summer trend. Strappy tops are a style not many people play around with but experimenting with them this summer could make you fall in love!

2) Side Cutouts
Whether in a top, bathing suit or dress, side cutouts are totally in. As a style that was praised in the 90s, side cutouts have now resurfaced. Side cutouts are being referred to as the new “naked” style because it shows skin in a different way.

3) Tie dye, but make it colorful
During the 2020 quarantine, tie-dye made it back into fashion as people sitting at home got bored and started tie dying their clothes. Since this fad became massive, colorful tie-dye is making its way as a big summer trend. I definitely want to try this trend out because it is just too cute!

4) Metallic
Metallic colors are more of a winter style but its changing seasons. Metallic colors are paving their way to becoming a multi-season trend. So, this summer try out a metallic color and see how you like it. You will look like a shining star in the sun!

5) Netting
Netting has returned over the years as a cover-up option for bathing suits. Now, netted shirts, pants and dresses have made its way into fashion. Netting is not a style everyone enjoys, but it cannot hurt to be adventurous and try it out.

6) Beachy patterns
Do you like clothing with waves, fish, seahorses, etc. on them? Well, this is your summer for fashion then. Beachy patterns are making a comeback to both clothing and accessories. Beachy patterns give the total summer vibe. Next time you are out shopping, pick up a shirt with seahorses on it. I know I will.
Graduating this spring, but not really saying goodbye... yet

Madelyn Sipola // Reporter

Over my past four years at Coastal, I have learned and evolved so much as an individual. I graduated high school a year early and came to Coastal as a double major in Marine Science and Physics. During my sophomore year, I decided Marine Science and Physics was not something I was interested in anymore and switched my major to Marketing. I found my passion and love for marketing, which I never knew I had.

In January of 2020, I decided to join The Chanticleer Newspaper as a reporter. Joining The Chanticleer was the best decision I have ever made because I was able to find my love for writing again. I also started my own website, https://www.madelynsmind.com/, where I can share my stories and more creative side with people.

In fall of 2020, I became the main Fashion Reporter for The Chanticleer, and had so much fun doing it. Writing about fashion is the best because my research stems from watching fashion videos and reading about fashion. I have also been a self-taught makeup artist for the past six years, so it was so much fun for me to write about makeup alongside fashion.

Along with writing for The Chanticleer, I have a job on campus as a House Manager for Ticketing and Patron Services, I am a Marketing Intern for fieldXperience, and I am a Social Media Manager for Award-Winning Author and Screenwriter, Beverly Gandara. I have always liked to keep myself busy and I work best in a fast-paced environment.

I had plans to leave South Carolina after my graduation and find work as a Marketing Assistant at a publishing house, however, I realized I wasn’t being true to myself or living up to my own expectations. Although I was busy with work and school, I rarely left my home and needed to push myself to who I truly am. Writing for The Chanticleer made me fall back in love with my first love, writing, and showed me that I can push myself to achieve great things.

After this realization, I decided to graduate in May with my Bachelors of Science in Marketing, and then come back to Coastal in fall 2021 in the Second-Degree Program. I am now going to be double majoring in English and Communication, and double minoring in Creative Writing and Film/Productions Studies.

I am unsure as to where my future will lead me, but I hope to work at a publishing house on the editorial side, as opposed to the business side. I am very excited to start this new change in my life and hope to stay with The Chanticleer Newspaper until I graduate again.

Trivia?

1. How long is New Zealand’s Ninety Mile Beach?
2. What can be broken but is never held?
3. What countries made up the original Axis powers in World War II?

Answers: 1. 55 miles
2. A promise
3. Germany, Italy, and Japan
Why the Tidal Creek Brewhouse could be a new hangout spot

Shelbi R. Ankiewicz // Assistant Editor

Tidal Creek Brewhouse is a new joint at Market Commons that opened less than a year ago.

The restaurant provides a laid back atmosphere for beer and coffee lovers to dine in (or out) and share a drink. The layout is very open, inside the restaurant is a full-size bar surrounded by long, wooden picnic tables and high-tops. There is also a large outdoor patio with vast amount of seating ranging from low, beach chairs to high-tops where a step will be needed.

Tidal Creek is a dog-friendly establishment. Attached to their patio is a bark park for dog owners to bring their pets while they have a drink. According to the restaurants website, the owners, Dara and Adrian are dog-lovers themselves, owning Argus, their Doberman.

The menu at Tidal Creek is different than I have seen anywhere else. In total, the joint has four different menus, each one available at a certain time of day. For example, the breakfast menu is presented from 7 a.m. until 11 a.m. and the lunch menu from 11:30 a.m. until 2:30 p.m.

The food selection is not wide, but what they have to offer is delish. I visited around 6 p.m. when they were serving their “Shareables.” I ordered the chicken and waffles with a side of vanilla cold brew for my beverage. Traditionally, this is not something I would order, for I am not a fan of different types of food mixing, but this was a pleasant surprise.

My chicken came in three big pieces, each one coated with a sweet and spicy glaze. Then, my waffles were layered next to the chicken topped with a dark, sweet jam which tasted to be made of black berries. The food decorated the tray and the lighting from outside made it look all the better. My coffee was not exceptional, but I did not expect it to be when visiting a brewery.

Tidal Creek has various options of beer that can be found on their website. They also offer a “Beer Garden Membership.” There is one for $1,000 and one for $500. Each comes with their own perks and specialties.

I thoroughly enjoyed my visit to this brewhouse. I would like to go back for their lunch specials to try their Brewhouse BLT and She Crab soup.

The service was efficient, and the atmosphere is nice, but the prices are on the higher end. For my meal with a 16 oz coffee was about $15.50.

It is a place to go with friends for a nice luncheon or relaxation time after work. Everyone can kick back and share some drinks while making memories.
Chants,

This year has been full of challenges and obstacles, but we did it, Chants. We adjusted and adapted during such a strange and difficult time: the COVID-19 pandemic. As campus has entered Phase 2, there seems to be hope for more of a sense of normalcy in our future.

To our spring graduates: Congratulations, and good luck in your future endeavors!

Thank you to our readers. The staff has worked hard to continue providing content despite unique challenges this year. If you are interested in writing, photography or social media projects, join us in the fall when we resume meetings!
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